Well Informed

Dedicated to Health by Chana Dunner

10 QUESTIONS

FOR SHEVI ROSNER MSN, RN-C

VICE PRESIDENT OF THE ORTHODOX JEWISH NURSES ASSOCIATION

OJNA IN A NUTSHELL:

1

WHAT MOTIVATED YOU TO LAUNCH YOUR
ORGANIZATION?

In 2008, when Rivka Pomerantz, BSN, RN, graduated
from nursing school, she felt a need to connect to other
frum nurses. In her search for support and the proper
forum to discuss topics related to nursing and halachah,
including Shabbos, she created an online forum for discussion.
Over time, this evolved into our very active and busy Facebook
forum, which now has close to 1,800 members.
Over the years, Rivka, along with other nurses, organized annual
nursing conferences in New York and New Jersey, and in 2016,
OJNA became incorporated as a non-profit organization.
In the last few months, OJNA has become a very active and
supportive organization that offers many services, such as
continuing education, networking events around the country,
writing and resume assistance, and a job board. It has recently
published the inaugural issue of a quarterly nursing journal.
The highlight event of OJNA is the annual nursing conference.
This year it will be held at the Lander College for Women, on
May 10, 2018. We are offering 6.8 contact hours and a full day of
educational and interactive sessions on relevant topics to Orthodox
Jewish Nurses. This year’s topics include: genetic testing, PANDAS
(Pediatric Autoimmune Neuropsychiatric Disorder Associated
with Strep), anti-vaccination, legal issues related to nursing,
transformational leadership, women’s health, reproductive
technology, and atopic dermatitis.
All nurses have continuing education requirements in order to
maintain their licenses and certifications, but many conferences
are held over weekends, presenting difficulties for frum nurses. Our
conference now offers a significant portion of the credits a nurse
needs to attain each year.
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2

OJNA is a non-profit
organization that provides
support, networking events,
career development, and job
opportunities for frum nurses.

WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT
ROLE AT OJNA?

As vice president of OJNA, I
have been involved in bringing
the organization to a new
level. I have recruited board
members, and together we have worked
to enroll members and create the various
programs we wanted to offer. Membership is
voluntary but entitles you to all the perks and
programs offered on our website. Currently,
the association has close to 100 members via
our website.
We put out a call to our nurses for volunteers
and placed them on various committees,
based on their interests. With a lot of focused
dedication and time, we were able to roll out
the various programs such as: new-graduate
mentorship program, publication of our first
issue of a quarterly nursing journal, formation
of a job board, writing and resume assistance,
and continuing education modules accessible
on our website. The website, alone, took about
100 hours of my time!
We also recruited nurses around the country
to run their local chapters and to network in
their area, including holding a networking
event.
I also do a lot of marketing for the
organization to bring in ads for the journal,
to enlist companies and camps to post jobs
on our job board, and to gain sponsors and
vendors for our upcoming conference.

3

WHAT IS ONE GREAT CHALLENGE
YOU FACE IN RUNNING THE
ORGANIZATION?

As nurses, most of us hold full-time
jobs, and the creation and growth
of our organization has taken a
tremendous amount of time and devotion. However,
with dedication and commitment, we have grown
the organization and have received wonderful
response and involvement from our members.  

5

CAN YOU SHARE A POSITIVE
STORY THAT YOU’VE RECENTLY
EXPERIENCED?

At the 2016 nursing conference,
Rabbi Elchonon Zohn spoke about
issues related to kavod hameis and the halachic
issues nurses need to know when dealing with a
frum dying patient. His lecture was well received by
the nurses, who had never been taught about these
sensitive halachic issues. I used this information
in my own work, by creating an informative poster
that educates the doctors and nurses in my unit and
the entire hospital about the unique issues related to
death and dying for frum patients.

6

WHAT DO YOU WISH PEOPLE
WOULD KNOW ABOUT NURSING?

Nursing can be a demanding and
stressful profession, but it is also
rewarding and provides flexibility,
which frum nurses appreciate. OJNA
is here to support Orthodox nurses succeed and
grow in their work, no matter what kind of nursing environment they work in. Whether a nurse
practices in a hospital, clinic, nursing home, or
does home visits, OJNA can be a valuable resource.
We understand the issues and barriers frum nurses
deal with, and are able to educate, support, and
network with each other to strengthen ourselves.

9

HOW DO YOU MANAGE THE STRESS
THAT COMES
ALONG WITH YOUR
TAXING WORK?

OJNA has an online forum with
close to 1,800 members, where
nurses can share experiences and
get feedback and support from
other nurses who understand what
they are going through.

4

CAN YOU SHARE A STORY THAT
HIGHLIGHTS THE WORK YOU DO?

I have been working one-on-one with
many new graduates to help them find jobs,
prepare for their interview, and navigate
those first few difficult months of their job.
Recently, I was able to guide a nurse, Miriam S., concerning
which Master’s program is best suited to her personality.
She needed someone to hear her out and direct her in which
advanced degree to pursue.
I work in the NICU at Columbia Presbyterian and also
function as one of the night shift charge nurses. I helped
several OJNA nurses find jobs at my hospital, two in my
unit, and I mentored many of them as they navigated their
nursing journey.
One specifically, Anna R., is now pursuing a Masters in
Nursing Leadership. She has transformed herself from
a novice bedside nurse to a superb and confident charge
nurse. With encouragement, many of our OJNA nurses have
advanced in the field, making a true kiddush Hashem and
being models of frum, honest, hardworking professionals.

7

WHAT WAS THE MOST INTERESTING
REQUEST YOU’VE EVER RECEIVED ON
BEHALF OF A FAMILY/INDIVIDUAL?

Many non-nurses have requested to join our
organization. Representatives of healthcare
companies, medical vendors, and potential employers,
such as camps, have all joined in order to be able to attend
our events so that they can meet nurses, as well as post
available jobs on our online job board.

8
10

WHAT’S THE BEST PART OF YOUR WORK?
THE TOUGHEST?

From my own experience, and that of other
nurses I speak to, the most rewarding part of
the job is seeing the tangible impact that we
make in the lives of our patients, from young to
old, and their families. The toughest parts can
be the long hours, including overnight shifts, and the strain of
dealing with family members facing very stressful situations.  

WHAT WAS THE BEST COMPLIMENT YOU’VE
EVER RECEIVED?

Our prior conferences have resulted in tremendous
feedback from nurses who attended, both concerning
the illuminating content of the presenters as well
as the opportunity to network and talk in person with dozens of other
frum nurses. These compliments have inspired our team to expand and
improve on the previous conferences—we expect to have a record number
of attendees this year and are offering continuing education credits for
the first time—as well as to increase the services OJNA offers its members.
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IMPACT FROM THE CONFERENCE
GOLDIE BURSTEIN RN-C:
The conferences provide an opportunity to gain knowledge and insight on a wide range of topics related
to medicine through the lens of the Orthodox patient. Having worked in a women’s health center for 18 years,
the speakers have provided me with a deeper understanding of the challenges faced by our community,
as well as sensitizing me in recognizing the signs and symptoms of domestic violence, eating disorders,
substance abuse, and postpartum depression. I am now better able to explain to my patients the benefits of
first trimester screenings and ultrasounds during pregnancy.
I have gained a greater understanding of the source of my patients’ pain and challenges, as well as
communication skills and resources for support, which have enhanced my nursing skills and the care I am
able to provide my patients.

LINDA SEGEL, BSN, RN:
Each OJNA conference has been a learning
experience for me, especially in the field of
frum nursing. Through them, I have become
more aware of the problems facing our
community, especially concerning abuse and
drug overdose.
However, the most recent conference had
the most impact on me, as the only Jewish
nurse working in a non-Jewish facility with
elderly patients. Rabbi Elchonon Zohn,
founder of the National Association of Chevra
Kadisha, spoke about kavod hameis and what
is required of the frum nurse. He alleviated
many of my concerns regarding death and
dying situations. I am now able to give the
patients the dignity they deserve according
to halachah, as well as giving guidelines and
contact numbers to the medical team when I
am not available.
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ROCHIE SIMCHI BSN, RN-C, PASSAIC, NJ:
A few years ago, Rebbetzin Esther Jungreis spoke at our
conference. She was so appreciative of the nurses who took
care of her husband when he was sick. She left us with a strong
message to “be a blessing.” She had many of us in tears. That
was the first time I met her in person, and her talk has left
such an impact on me and how I practice as a nurse.

CHANIE FINGERER
WATERBURY CT:

BSN

RN-C,

I found a lecture on the halachic perspective on early
perinatal testing given by a rav in 2015 to be very eye
opening as to why someone should choose to have first
trimester screenings. Janet Stein, MD, a maternal fetal
medicine OB, explained what the tests are for and how
they are much more accurate than screenings done later
in pregnancy. The rav explained where the hesitance
in our frum culture to test stems from and educated
those present on why in many cases it can be in fact
halachically relevant to test. As an L&D nurse, I have
used this knowledge to educate frum pregnant women,
as well as a community rav. He consequentially asked
me for original speaker’s contact information. I hope
that this connection may help him counsel even more
Jewish families and challenge the common assumption
of perinatal testing being against halachah. Instead,
it may actually improve maternal and
fetal outcomes and improve
quality of life.
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